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MARCH EURO REPORT 

The Greeks are Back, 

and this time they have company.  

The Greek financial crisis is so severe that this week they find themselves on the verge of 

collapse once more. 

Although Eurozone finance ministers noted fiscal progress at their most recent review on 

26th January, a deadlock was reached with the IMF over the country's future bailout targets. This 

resulted in tumbling share prices and soaring 10-year bond yields the following day, as reported by 

Reuters.  

Not surprisingly, faced with an increasingly restless population, Greek policy-makers have 

been a little flexible about their implementation of austerity measure. This has, in turn, generated 

criticism from European creditors that Greece has not kept its reform promises. The result, another  
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not so surprising move to withhold the next installment of financial aid, as 

confirmed by the already skeptical German finance minister, Wolfgang 

Schauble, who has long feared a Greek default.1 

Two years after the first round of negotiations resulted in a 

deadlock, Greece once again seems unlikely to meet its fiscal goals by the 

end of the third rescue program in 2018. After months of talks, a decision 

has still not been reached on the question of Athens being bailed out by 

the European Central Bank and allowed to return to bond markets this 

year.2 

Greece was forced to sign up to a second bailout in 2015, and other 

EU members are now concerned about the size of the next bailout needed 

to prevent default.3 

Unless Greece adopts more extreme austerity measures and is given 

some debt relief, the IMF predicts a surplus of only 1.5% of GDP in 2018. 

At a board meeting on February 6th, the IMF stated that, unless the 

country's loans are significantly restructured, the Greek debt will remain 

“highly unsustainable” and will reach around 160% of GDP by 2030, 275% 

by 20604, and “become explosive thereafter.” 

It is also worth noting that without the two previous bailouts, 

Greek debt today would lie somewhere between 400% and 500%. The 

IMF stressed the difficulties that lie ahead if Greece's Eurozone creditors 

go ahead with a third bailout deal and austerity solutions are not found. 

Meanwhile, Brexit 

Apparently, though, not everyone blames Greece. The UK-based non-governmental charity 

organization, Jubilee Debt Campaign, which aims to get debts of economically struggling countries 

cancelled, claims that Britain is to blame for Greece's economic collapse and should cover Greece's 

losses. 

The charity's director Sarah-Jayne Clifton said, “A significant amount of debt needs to be 

cancelled, not just rescheduled, if the Greek economy is going to have the breathing space it needs 

                                                      
1 “German Finance Minister Schäuble Doesn’t Rule out Greek Default,” Bertrand Benoit, Wall Street Journal, May 20, 
2015. 
2 “Greek bailout setback risks further ECB…” Mehreen Khan, Financial Times, December 21, 2016. 
3 “Debt crisis 2.0?” Silvia Amaro, CNBC Europe News, February 13, 2017 
4 “EU faces crisis as IMF warns Greek debts are on ‘explosive’ path,” Tim Wallace (et al), Telegraph Business, 
February 7, 2017. 
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to recover. And the costs of cancelling the debt should be recovered from the real beneficiaries of 

bailout loans, including the German, French and British banks that lent recklessly to Greece in the 

first place." 

The statement was criticized by the pro-Brexit party, UKIP, who said the charity was trying 

to create a "socialist Utopia." Jane Collins, the party spokesperson, said that Greece's problems were 

caused by its joining the Eurozone and that it should follow Britain out of the EU.5 

Conclusion 

Two things that caught our eye. One: everyone who is on this debt bus (oh, and by the way, 

Euro is still wrestling with mounting debt from Portugal, Ireland, Italy, and Spain) knows that 

Greece may never pay it all back. The IMF’s words “highly unsustainable” put an official kiss on 

that notion. Two: Greeks – as a nation – are increasingly unhappy with their predicament. Protests – 

some quite violent – have increased in frequency leaving many to wonder how long this situation 

can go on.  

Although the suggestion to excuse Greece for its debt received scant attention from 

European and U.S. media, it is a development. Global investors were already wondering if they’ll 

ever be repatriated with their investments. Now they have a nonprofit organization that’s actually 

campaigning for that. Hardliners say that Greece is in dire financial straits because they joined the 

single currency believing that they could prop up their socialistic experiments with the Euro. 

Progressives counter that the Greek people are no different than anyone else: who doesn’t want a 

job? Yet, Greece’s problem isn’t that people don’t want to work. It is because jobs are no longer 

available because businesses are reluctant to set up shop in a country where the national debt is 

twice the size of GDP, and is likely to increase even more.  

Ms Clifton’s sidebar remarks that Greece’s only way out of this mess is through cancellation 

of debt has no effect – at this time. However, if we’re honest about Greece’s prospects for recovery, 

cancellation of all or significant chunks of debt is definitely one possible outcome. This can’t be 

good news to those who operate on an entirely different set of rules: one pays their debt completely.  

At the end of the day however, it is important to note that the Greek debt crisis means more 

hurt for the Euro than it does for the USD. While the smart money is on a Greek default (sooner 

than later), the rest of the financial system will probably weather the bump well. The trillion-dollar 

question is, who will be next? 
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5 “Greece’s Economic Collapse is Britain’s Fault…” Joey Millar, Express (UK), May 25, 2016.  
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